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Abstract 
In this paper we define a vector model for parallel SIMD execution. The model is based on 
the notion of atomic instructions acting on vectors of size 17, where n is the number of PEs on 
the machine. The vector model of SIMD execution is independent of any specific computing 
architecture and can define SIMD execution on a SIMD machine (with II PEs) or a SIMD 
simulation on a uniprocessor machine. 
The vector model enables the formal specification of parallel SIMD languages by providing 
an underlying mathematical framework for the SIMD paradigm. We provide a semantic 
definition for an imperative parallel language based on the Maspar MPL language utilising the 
vector model. The semantic definition provides a complete set of rules for ordering, construc- 
tion and manipulation of the parallel vectors during the execution of each language construct. 
This demonstrates how parallel SIMD machines and simulators can use the model to specify 
the semantics of any operation or language construct. The model can also be used to resolve 
problems like virtualisation in addition to its implications for ongoing research into the au- 
tomatic parallelisation of sequential programs. 
1. Introduction: the need for parallel language semantics 
The motivation for semantic definitions of parallel language constructs is similar 
to the reasons for producing semantic definitions of sequential language constructs 
[S, 111. In addition to the reasons outlined in these papers many of the languages 
used on parallel machines are derived from sequential languages designed for se- 
quential machines. The language constructs and statements brought over from 
sequential languages need a clear and concise description of their execution under 
the parallel model. The problem of defining semantics for parallel versions of se- 
quential code is best demonstrated with some examples. Consider the following 
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if statement adapted from a sequential anguage for implementation in a parallel 
environment. 
if (x < (1 O/z)) 
y = 20; 
else 
2 = 20; 
This code is presented in a parallel pseudocode based on the Maspar MPL lan- 
guage [14,15]. Under the SIMD model, the execution for this statement would be 
as follows. All PEs execute the same statement at the same time with the internal 
state of each PE being either active or inactive. This can lead to ambiguity. For 
example, in the above code, PEs that evaluated the test expression (X < 10/z) to true 
will be active during the execution of y = 20. The ambiguity arises with respect to 
which PEs should execute the else construct. At first glance the else construct can be 
executed on the inverse set of PEs (i.e. not those who evaluated the expression to 
true). The problem with choosing this option is that PEs which encountered an 
error during the expression evaluation behave the same as those which correctly 
evaluated the expression to false. For example, consider the execution of the pre- 
vious construct where some PEs had z = 0 as a precondition to the expression 
evaluation. To highlight this problem consider this extract from the Parallaxis [7] 
reference manual (Parallaxis is a parallel SIMD simulation package). “The if con- 
dition is evaluated for each PE individually in parallel and only those PEs for 
which the condition evaluates to true will execute the then-branch; all other 
PEs remain idle. If there exists an else-branch, it will be executed subsequently with 
the inverse PE group.” [7]. This is clearly a problem, which occurs when attempt- 
ing to define semantics for parallel language constructs. The problem is particularly 
noticable for constructs which have been “borrowed” from sequential anguages. 
The exact execution semantics of this parallel if statement can only be resolved 
by a clear and concise definition for the parallel execution of the language 
construct. 
Consider the same if statement on the MIMD model. On the MIMD model PEs 
can be executing different statements concurrently. Under this model is it correct to 
allow the then and else statements to be executed concurrently? In an if statement 
with no side effects this may be reasonable, but this is not true for the parallel 
MIMD execution of the following parallel if statement. 
if (x < 10) 
router[iproc + 11.x = x; 
else 
router[iproc - 11.x = x; 
The router statement used here denotes communication with another PE while iproc 
is a PE’s unique identification number. In this statement the interaction of the router 
communication constructs may cause non-deterministic results when executed 
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concurrently. As another example consider the following parallel while loop: 
while (x > 10) 
do 
x=x-l. 
router[iprbc - 11.x = x + 10; 
done 
At each iteration in this while loop, three possibilities exist for the expression re- 
evaluation: (i) The expression can be re-evaluated by all the PEs on the machine. 
This means that PEs which initially evaluated the expression to false can become 
active inside the loop if another PE communicates data which alters the variables 
used in the expression evaluation on the inactive PE. (ii) Only PEs which were active 
after the first evaluation of the expression may re-evaluate the expression. This 
means that PEs which were active after the initial traversal of the loop and subse- 
quentiy go inactive can become re-active again. (iii) Only the current active set of 
PEs re-evaluate the expression. This means that once a PE goes inactive it cannot 
become re-activated inside the while loop. Each of these options has different impli- 
cations for loop termination conditions and the halting problem. Most would argue 
that only the current active set of PEs should re-evaluate the expression, however, it 
is the semantic definition for the while loop in the parallel language which should 
explicitly and clearly define the statement execution semantics. This observation 
alone has important implications for researchers involved in ongoing work into the 
automatic synthesis of parallel programs from existing sequential code. 
In addition to the language implementation issues, study into formal specification 
of parallel SIMD languages is useful for resolving other problems in parallel pro- 
cessing like Virtualisation [14,20]. Virtualisation is the problem of simulating some 
number of required virtual processors using the PEs available on a given machine. 
There are a number of techniques (both automatic and manual) that can be used to 
implement virtualisation. The formal specification of parallel language constructs is 
important since it provides a mechanism whereby a proof can be given that a virtu- 
alisation program transformation does not alter the semantics of the original input 
program. 
2. Background and related work 
Theoretical studies of parallel SIMD languages have been relatively few compared 
to the number of studies on MIMD languages, even though many such languages are 
commercially available [13]. Bouge and Garda [6,5] gave the semantics for a simple 
language which embodies the many of basic concepts of parallel SIMD languages. 
Other work specifically on SIMD languages was done by Levaire [13] in which 
the Centuar system was proposed for the design of parallel SIMD programming 
environments. In this paper we are also exclusively concerned with the SIMD model 
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of execution, which does not require all the complexities introduced when attempting 
to define semantics for the more general MIMD model [17,16]. 
The idea of using vectors to model parallel execution has been proposed by 
Blelloch [2,3]. The problem Blelloch was primarily addressing was the execution of 
sequential programs in a data-parallel way. To the best of our knowledge there is no 
existing semantic definition for an imperative SIMD language similar to C or 
Fortran. A considerable amount of effort over the years has gone into semantic 
definitions of more general MIMD languages, concurrent processes and message 
passing systems. None of these are particularly suitable for a SIMD language. The 
vector-based model used by Blelloch [4,3] has features in common with our model, 
however, their assumption of global vectors, stored and manipulated in a global 
shared memory led to a number of significant differences between their model and 
ours. By assuming a global shared memory mechanism, the authors can make specific 
assumptions on inter-processor communication and remove problems like con- 
current writes of different values to the same location. Global shared memory vectors 
and parts of individual vectors are not necessarily associated with specific processors 
and their local memory, as they are in our model [9]. In this paper we are concerned 
only with imperative SIMD code, hence the type of vector operations and mapping of 
language features is specific to, and consistent with, this class of languages. 
Other work into the semantics of parallel languages has been done by Roe [ 181 and 
Zimmermann [21]. This work was primarily concerned with analysing the perform- 
ance of the data parallel model and algorithms. Zimmerman introduced a profiling 
semantics for automatically analysing data-parallel anguages to specifically analyse 
PRAM [lo] algorithms. A criticism that was levelled at this work by Blelloch and 
Greiner [4] was that it was not demonstrated by Zimmermann, whether the model 
used exactly modelled a PRAM. Roe also used profiling semantics to measure the 
performance of data parallel languages and models. This paper described a techni- 
que whereby standard denotational semantics were augmented to include the time of 
commencement and completion for each expression. 
In this paper we are primarily concerned with developing a vector-based mathe- 
matical model for SIMD execution by applying or building on existing sequential 
theory. We shall present our model along with a semantic definition for a simple but 
functionally complete programming language based on the Maspar MPL [l, 151 
language. MPL is a language very close to C with only a few extra constructs to 
support data parallelism and interprocessor communication. MPL was chosen as 
our example language both because of its availability, and the fact that it is an 
example of an imperative data parallel language. 
3. The parallel SIMD execution model 
Before outlining our vector model a definition is required for a parallel SIMD 
computer in order to show that our model conforms to this definition. 
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Definition 1. A parallel SIMD machine is defined as a computer consisting of II 
identical PEs, each possessing its own (local) memory for storing data. All PEs 
operate synchronously under the control of a single instruction stream. Sometimes 
only a subset of the II PEs may be required to execute an instruction. This infor- 
mation is determined from the state of a variable or flag on each individual PE, or is 
encoded in the instruction itself. 
We propose a general SIMD execution model whereby every atomic instruction 
operates on a vector of values where the size of the vector is the number of PEs 
performing the instruction. We make no assumptions as to the number of actual 
processors performing each atomic operation on such vectors. Our definition of a 
SIMD machine is supplemented by a definition of what constitutes SIMD execution 
on an arbitrary architecture. 
Definition 2. SIMD execution on a SIMD architecture is defined to be a sequential 
execution of instructions presented in a SIMD program on vectors of values and 
variables. Every constant (variable) defined (declared) in the program defines a 
vector of constants (variables) of size 17, where each element i is associated with PE,. 
The association of an element i with PEi means that each PE will store part of the 
vector in its local memory. 
Given these definitions of SIMD computation our vector model of parallel exe- 
cution can best be demonstrated to reflect these definitions if we consider parallel 
SIMD assignment. A uniprocessor assignment is defined in three steps: 
Definition 3. An assignment of the form LHS = RHS is defined as follows: 
(i) Calculate th e value on the RHS of the assignment. 
(ii) Find the destination (address) of the recipient on the LHS. 
(iii) Store the value from (i) into the location from (ii). 
Respectively, a parallel SIMD assignment can be defined by the same three steps. 
Definition 4. (i) Calculate the values on the RHS of the assignment. 
(ii) Find the destinations (addresses) of the recipients on the LHS. 
(iii) Store the values from (i) into the locations from (ii). 
Parallel SIMD assignment then can be thought of as taking a vector of values and 
assigning them to a vector of locations. Every element of a vector is associated with a 
corresponding PE. Clearly, a machine of n PEs operates on vectors of size 17. The 
machine’s store comprises n local stores, one for each PE. Hence, with respect to 
individual PEs, every parallel variable is stored at the same location but in a different 
PE’s local store. A unique address for a given variable can be obtained in terms of 
the local address and the PE’s unique identification number. We have to ensure that 
the locations vector represents memory locations in a global sense (i.e. PE id number 
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and location on that PE) since every PE can access the total store. This also means 
that the locations vector may contain duplicate addresses as it is possible that more 
than one PE may attempt o access the same location at the same time. A number of 
potential solutions exist to this problem which we shall describe later. Consider the 
execution of the parallel SIMD assignment statement using the vector model given in 
Fig. 1. 
Note: if x is a parallel variable, under the SIMD model the address of x is the same 
on each of the PEs. 
To implement parallel assignment, the vector model requires construction of a 
vector of values and a vector of locations for these values to be assigned to. Once 
these two vectors are constructed, the parallel assignment can be performed by 
writing the values to their respective locations. This requires a parallel update func- 
tion (see Fig. 2). Since PEs have an ability to access local stores of other PEs (i.e. all 
of the store), the parallel update function is also required to recognise and implement 
a policy to deal with the problem of multiple PEs attempting to write different values 
to the same location on the same PE. For example consider the following statement: 
router[l].x = iproc; 
In this example all the PEs on the machine are attempting to write a different value 
to the x variable on PEl. Any policy can be implemented to resolve this condition. 
x =29; 
Vector of values of x 
RHS= 29 1 29 1 29 ( . . . 1 29 1 
PEo PEI PE2 Ph 
Vector of locations of x 
LHS= 101143 1 101143 1 101143 1 I 101143 
*Eo PEI *EL WI- 1 
Fig. I. Components of parallel assignment using the vector model. 
Before parallel assignment 
location of x 101143 101143 101143 101143 . . . 
value of x 7 9 4 11 
PEo *El *E2 *En- 1
After the parallel assignment 
location of x 101143 101143 101143 
value of x 29 29 29 
PE, =I Pl$ 
. . . 
101143 
29 
PEm 
Fig. 2. SIMD store before and after assignment. 
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The usual ones include: non-deterministic choice, PE with the lowest (or highest) PE 
id number wins or closest (or furthest) PE in the processor array wins. In our 
semantic definition of a parallel SIMD language we have chosen to implement the 
PE with the “lowest processor id wins” policy. It should be pointed out, however, 
that the vector model does not preclude the use of any method for resolving this 
conflict, when it occurs. The vector model allows the formal specification of how this 
conflict is resolved by a machine. By allowing any method to be specified for write 
conflict resolution the model can describe the execution semantics of the program on 
any SIMD machine. 
The second example also highlights the global nature of the locations vector. That 
is to say, the vector model views the store as a single entity which is the sum of all the 
local PE stores. The locations vector achieves this abstraction by considering a 
location as being constructed from two components, a PE number and an address on 
that PE. In the first example (x = 29) there was no conflict in locations since each PE 
was writing to a different PE even though the address on each PE was the same. In 
the second example (router[l].x = iproc) there was a write conflict since the PE 
number and the address on the PE was the same for all PEs. 
A location in the context of our vector model is an address to a single global 
shared memory called the store. The store can be thought of as a two-dimensional 
array with variables on one axis and PEid numbers along the other axis. This is 
analogous to the two components of the locations vector previously described 
(see Fig. 3). The data at any location can be accessed from any PE in a single 
statement using either a local memory access or a communications construct (e.g. 
router). 
As mentioned in the definition of a parallel SIMD machine (Definition l), 
some instructions may need to be executed by a subset of PEs. Since in our 
model every instruction operates on a whole vector, we need a method for ind- 
icating which elements of the vector represent active PEs and should be operated 
PE’s 
Variables 
PE, PE, 
Fig. 3. SIMD global store. 
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on, and which should be left unchanged (inactive PEs). Consider the following 
segment of code: 
if (iproc < 2) 
x = 29; 
where iproc is a variable holding each PE’s processor number. PEs 0 and 1 are active 
and hence only variables on PEi where i E (0, 1) are updated. The set of PEs active 
at any point during the program execution can also be represented as vector of 
booleans (size n) where True indicates an active PE and False an inactive PE. PEis 
entry in the active set vector can be checked at runtime and no operation performed 
in the case of an inactive PEi. 
The I symbol is used to denote “don’t care” or undefined values. In this example, 
since the PEs are inactive, the values are neither accessed nor altered by this 
statement evaluation. Fig. 4 shows the vectors that need to be constructed for 
Vector of Active PEs 
Active 
set = True True 
PEo W 
False 
PE2 
. . . False 
P&I-~ 
Vector of Values 
FWS= 29 29 11 1 . . . 1 _L 
PEo PE, P&2 %.I 
Vector of Locations 
LHS= 101143 101143 I 
PEo PE, PE2 
. . . 1 l_ 
WI-I 
Fig. 4. Conditional Assignment using the vector model. 
Before conditional parallel assignment 
location of x 101143 101143 101143 101143 . . . 
value of x 7 9 4 11 
6 PEl PE2 %-I 
Fig. 5. SIMD store before and after conditional assignment. 
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conditional parallel SIMD assignment. Fig. 5 shows the store before and after such 
an assignment. 
Given this outline of how the parallel SIMD execution model works, we show how 
the model can be used to mathematically describe parallel SIMD execution. 
We show how vectors can be created and manipulated by the parallel language 
constructs. 
4. Example of vector semantics: parallel SIMD assignment 
To illustrate the use of the vector model let us consider how parallel SIMD 
assignment would be executed on the following statement: 
x = 29; 
Assuming all PEs are active at the time this statement is executed, the expression 
“29” on the right-hand side (RHS) of the assignment would be evaluated to a vector 
(29, 29,. . ,29) using an expression evaluation function. Once the vector of values 
on the RHS is instantiated, a vector of locations for the values to be assigned to (the 
LHS) is evaluated. This can be done by calling a LHS evaluation function which 
returns a vector of locations, as opposed to the RHS evaluation function which will 
return a vector of integers. 
Once the vector of values and the vector of locations have been instantiated the 
parallel assignment is performed by updating the locations with their new values. An 
update function which takes the vectors of locations and values and updates the 
locations with their new values can be defined to perform this task. The update 
function will require a method of resolving write conflicts where multiple processors 
attempt to write different values to the same location. For simplicity, in our semantic 
definition, we have chosen to implement a deterministic resolution to this problem. 
This removes many of the complexities that would be introduced if we assumed non- 
determinism. 
5. Semantic definition 
The following is our semantic definition for a parallel language which implements 
the vector model of parallel SIMD execution. We have based our semantic specifi- 
cation on the denotational semantics developed in [19]. Wherever possible we have 
followed this notation and terminology. The language we present is a restricted but 
functionally complete parallel language based on Maspar MPL. We have defined the 
semantics of each language construct showing how vectors will be constructed and 
manipulated to produce alterations on the store. We commence with a definition for 
the syntax of the language since “only syntactically correct programs have seman- 
tics” [19]. 
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5. I. Language syntax 
Our language allows data types based on integers. Variables can be of type 
boolean, integer or array of integer. The language implements a conditional state- 
ment and a loop as well as an assignment command. Statements may be grouped 
into blocks via statement composition. Expression evaluation supports all the basic 
integer and boolean operations as well as an interprocessor communication con- 
struct (router) for accessing data stored on other PEs. We shall assume some stan- 
dard definitions for basic types and constructs e.g. Z is used to denote an integer i.e. 
Z={..., -2,-1,0,1,2,. . .} and the “0” character will denote composition, other 
standard definitions can be found in [19]. 
P E Program 
C E Command 
I E Identifier 
A E Activeset 
D E Declaration 
T E Typedef 
A program is defined to be a declaration followed by a construct. 
P ::= D;C 
A declaration is defined to be either a single type definition or a series of typedef’s. 
D ::= Typedef j 
Typedef; D I 
Typedef ::= plural T I 
Variables can be of type int or array of int. 
T ::= int 1 
array[R] of T 
The keyword plural used here denotes that a variable is defined on all PEs. From 
the definition of variable declaration we can see that only access to local PE memory 
is available in our language, there is no concept of global shared memory built into 
the language. 
Range R is defined to be any integer, while PEid is defined to be an integer in the 
range 0-U. 
R ::= Z 
PEid ::= [0 . . .I71 
Constructs (commands) are defined to be either single commands (if, while or 
assignment statements) or a series of commands. 
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c ::= c; 1 
cl; c2 I 
if E then C fi I 
while E do C od / 
I=E 
Expressions are defined for a large class of arithmetic and logical operators. 
E ::= I 
WI I 
router[PEid].I j 
Z/ 
El+E2 / 
El-E2 / 
El *E2 / 
El/E2 1 
El %E2 / 
El <E2 / 
El >E2 / 
El <= E2 I 
El => E2 I 
El &&E2 I 
El II 13 I 
El == E2 
The expressions available in our language are similar to those generally provided 
by all imperative languages. The only major difference is the addition of the router 
construct which provides inter processor communication. In our semantic definition 
the expression evaluation required by the router construct is evaluated completely on 
the local PE, using local PE variables before any communication occurs. 
Next we deal with the definitions for data types and domains that will be used by 
the rest of the semantic definition. These definitions are similar to definitions for 
standard data types given in texts on denotational semantics [8,11]. 
Identifiers 
Domain id E Id = Identifier 
Integers are defined to be either in the set of all integers or (in the case of ranges) in 
the set of positive integers denoted by Z +, i.e. a negative range is not allowed. 
Integers 
Domain E int = Z 
R •G Range = Z+ 
Before we can define the store and its associated operations, we must introduce the 
concept of a vector. Vectors can be thought of as an overloaded type which can 
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contain integers, locations, booleans or the _L symbol. Vectors are effectively sets 
with n elements of a specific type. 
Vectors 
Vectors will be denoted using underscored variables e.g. c defines the representa- 
tion of a vector labelled c containing 17 elements. Individual subelements of the 
vector will be denoted by the vector subscripted with a value e.g. 2, or g,_, . The I 
symbol is used to specify an extra value for a specific domain which can be used to 
denote an undefined or error condition. For example, in the domain of integers ZI 
denotes the set of integers {Z} U {I}. I can therefore represent he undefined int- 
eger result of a divide by zero error from an integer expression. In addition to the 
definition of vectors a number of associated operations are defined to allow the 
manipulation of vectors. 
Operations on vectors: 
g 1 i: Vector component extraction denotes extraction of element i (where 
0 < i < ZI - 1) from a vector (c) of IZ elements. In other words, g 1 i denotes the 
extraction or projection of the ith element of vector c. 
The active set of PEs is represented by a vector of booleans. It should be noted 
that the boolean type is not a data type of the language, and is implemented using 
integers rather than a separate data type. 
Boolean 
Domain b E boolean 
{True, False} 
This defines the boolean domain in which zero represents False and non-zero 
represents True. Since expressions in our language can only evaluate to integer 
results, a means of converting vectors of integers to vectors of booleans is required. 
The B function is defined for this purpose. 
Operations on booleans 
B: intl” + booleanln 
B:Iv.(if(~lO=J-)then-L 
else 
if (c J, 0 = I) then False 
else True 
if (g 1 1 = I) then I 
else 
if (v 1 1 = 0) then False 
else true 
. . . 
if (v L 17 - 1 = I) then I 
else 
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if (c 1 n - 1 = 0) then False 
else True 
The B function is a function that takes a vector of integers and returns a vector of 
booleans. The B function definition checks the input vector for a 0 at position vi and 
if it finds one, returns False at the ith position in the resulting boolean vector. This 
function will be used to determine boolean expression evaluation results which in- 
turn are used to produce new active sets during execution. Given this, the definition 
of an active set is a boolean vector where True indicates an active PE and False an 
inactive PE. 
Active Set 
Domain a E Aset = boolean” 
5.2. The store 
The store is a map from storage locations to storable values. On a parallel SIMD 
machine each PE has some local memory for storing data which can be accessed 
locally or from any other PE via the router construct. This concept is represented in 
our model by defining the store as a single entity containing multiple vectors as 
shown in Fig. 3. The store is viewed as a global address space constructed from ZI 
local stores. A location within the store (as stored in the locations vector) is a 
combination of the PE’s iproc number and the address of a variable on that PE (see 
Fig. 3). 
Storage locations 
Domain 1 E lot = location 
At a location a denotable value is stored. A denotable value can be another 
location, an integer or a J- symbol (in the case of errors). 
Denotable values 
Domain d E DV = (location + int + I) 
The operations on the store accept vectors of locations and return the denotable 
values stored at these locations: 
Domain s E store = location -+ intl 
Operations on the store 
newstore : id x store + store 
newstore : Ati. (00.. . On_,) 
Access takes a vector of locations and the store and returns a vector of integers 
which are the contents of the store at the locations specified in the input locations 
vector. 
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access : location” x store + intln 
access : @. ils .((X2 s (11 0)) 
(X2 s (1 I 1)) 
. . . 
(X2 s (11 n - 1))) 
X2 takes the store and an individual location and returns the contents of the store at 
the location or _L in the case of an error: 
X2 : (location -3 int) x location + intl 
X2 : Lf. II. if 1 # I then (fl) else I 
Arrayaccess provides the corresponding functionality for arrays that access provides 
for integers: 
arrayaccess: Aset x locationn x indexn x store + intlfl 
arrayaccess: 3Lg. Al. 2.j. AS. ( if a J, 0 = True then (X2 s (+(_I J, O)(j J, 0))) 
else _L 
if a J, 1 = True then (X2 s (+(i L l)(j 1 1))) 
else I 
. . . 
ifgIn-l=Truethen 
(X2 s (+(1 In - l)(i 1 n - 1))) 
else I 
Update is the parallel assignment function. Update takes a vector of locations, a 
vector of integers and the store and assigns the locations in the store to the values 
specified. 
update : location” x inP x store + store 
update: 11.121. Is. ,Iv’. (I==> jc’s) (unique 1~) 
where the I==> function returns a store with a vector 
vector of values. 
of locations assigned to a 
I==> 
l_l.&l.ls. (&s--> III) - - 
X4 : (location -+ int) x locationll’ x intll’ x + inti n 
X4 : 2f. 21. lg. ( if 1 I 0 # I and u 1 0 # I then (f(l J, 0) (u JO)) 
else I 
if l I 1 # I and u 1 1 # I then (f(l I 1) (u 1 1)) 
else I 
. . . 
if_I~Lr-l#IanduJII-l#I 
then (f(l J 17 - 1) (u 1 Ii’ - 1)) 
else I) 
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The s - -> function denotes the standard (singular) store update of a location to a 
value. By applying the X4 function, mapping the function to singular assignment 
while giving a vector of locations and values, means that individual locations will be 
assigned their corresponding value for the whole vector in parallel. Everywhere the 
location vector (I) contains a _L entry no assignment will be performed, since either 
the PE is inactive or an error has occurred. When I does not appear, the PE is active 
and no errors have occurred, so the location will be assigned its new value (specified 
in the values vector c). 
The unique function is required to produce a vector 1 where all the location 
mappings for the values vector are unique for the active processors. If two PEs are 
attempting to write different values to the same location on the same PE, unique is 
the function which resolves the conflict. As we have already said unique could be 
defined by any function either deterministic or non-deterministic. The unique 
function defined here will always choose the PE with the lowest PE identifi- 
cation value (this is akin to the PE with the lowest iproc value successfully writing its 
value) : 
unique: locationL” x intl” 4 intl” 
unique:Q.I~.(iflJl=~JOthen~JO 
else g J, 1 
if[12=~10then~JO 
else 
if_112=!1 1 thengl 1 
else 2, 1 2 
if_1J3=~JOthen~~O 
else 
ifiJ3=_11 1 thenvl 1 
else 
iflJ3==jL2thenvJ2 
else z 1 3 
. . 
if_1JII--l=jLOthenvlO 
. . . 
else 2, 1 II - 1) 
5.3. Environments 
The environment needs to provide a mapping from identifiers to denotable values. 
The denotable values contain all the values that identifiers may represent: integers, 
locations and error values. Errors occur when an identifier denoting an integer is 
used where a location identifier is expected. For example, in an assignment the 
identifier on the left-hand side must be a variable (i.e. with a location), rather than a 
constant. 
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To implement function calls (i.e. take care of scope), the environment mapping 
must allow local variable declaration. The scoping implemented in our semantic 
definition is static scoping where the scope of a variable is determined solely by its 
textual position. 
Environments 
Domain e E env = (id + DV) x location1 
Operations 
Updateenv adds a new declaration to the environment 
updateenv: id x DV x Environment -+ Environment 
updateenv: li.,Ib.ile. (map, 1) ([ i I--> d] map, 1) 
Accessenv takes a variable name (identifier), the environment and the active set and 
returns a vector of denotable values associated with the identifier in the environment. 
accessenv: id x Environment x Aset + DVl” 
accessenv : Li. le. lg. ( (XI e i (a J. 0)) 
(XI ei (a 5 1)) 
(XI ei (aln-1))) 
X1 takes the environment, an identifier and boolean (an element of the active set 
vector) and returns a denotable value from the environment. 
XI : (location -+ DV) x id x boolean 4 DV 
Xl : If. li . la. if (a = True and i # I) then (f i) 
else J- 
5.4. Valuation functions 
Valuation functions define the semantics of language constructs. These functions 
assume that when a program is to be executed an initial active set has been estab- 
lished by the implementation environment. This is equivalent o setting the active set 
vector to all True values before the program execution commences. 
When program execution commences, the active set and environment are passed 
from statement o statement via the statement composition operator until no more 
statements remain. Results are returned as a vector of integers which are accessed 
from the store at a location reserved for program results 2. This is similar to the 
method used to return results from programs in [19]: 
P : Program + Environment x intl” + intln 
P [[D; C]] : le. ( (access _Z JO s) 
(access _Z 1 1 s) 
;kess _Z 1 L! - 1 s)) (C[[C]](O[[D]] e)) 
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z: Typedef x store + (DV x poststore) 
z [[plural T I]] : As. (let( 1, p) = allocate_locn (s) in (inIntlocn( I), p)) 
r [[array [R] of T]] : Is. let (n, = 0) in let (n2 = R) if (nl < n2) then (inError- 
value ( ) , (signalerror s) ) 
else get-storage nl (empty-array nl n2) s 
where: 
get-storage: int x Array x store --+ (DV x poststore) 
get-storage = iln. /Za. 1s. if n > n2 then (inArray( return s) 
else let (d, p) = z [[T]]s 
in (check (get-storage (n+ 1) (augment-array n d a))) (p) 
and 
augment-array : int x DV x Array + Array 
augment-array = An. Id. i (map, lower, upper). 
([n I--> d]map, lower, upper) 
empty-array: int x int + Array 
empty-array = ;Ini . Ln2. (An. inErrorvalue( ), nl, n2) 
allocate_locn : store + (location x poststore) 
allocate_locn = II (map, top). (top, inOK(map, next_locn(top))) 
The final three type checking primitives used in this definition inErrorva1, inlntlocn 
and inArray take an argument and check that the type of the argument is of the type 
specified by the primitive. For example, the call indrray(a) will check that the argu- 
ment a is of type array. The implementation details of these constructs do not 
contribute to our understanding of the parallel vector model and can be found in 
[19]. The constant top used in the above definition is a reserved location which points 
to the top of the stack from which new storage is allocated. The check used here 
checks the type validity of its argument and if it is of the correct type it applies the 
function to the arguments. Given these declarations, variable declarations for the 
statically scoped SIMD language are as follows: 
D: Declaration x Environment -+ (Environment x Poststore) 
D[[Dl, D2]]: D[[D2]] o D[[Dl]] 
D[[plural T I]]: le.is. let (d, p) = z[[T]]s in ((updateenv [[I]] d e), p) 
The valuation function for type structures, z, used here to complete the declara- 
tion of integers and arrays could be generalised to handle any data types defined 
in the language. This construct allows the type of the datum being declared T to be 
of type integer or an array of integers. Since a variety of data types does not con- 
tribute to our understanding of the parallel SIMD execution model, the details 
(which can be found in [ 191) are omitted. z returns a pair (d, p) where d E DV and 
p = poststore. 
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5.4.1. Command evaluation 
With all these functions defined we are now in a position to define the semantics of 
parallel SIMD command evaluation. Command evaluation requires a command, an 
environment and an active set and returns an environment. 
C: Command x Environment x Aset + Environment 
A command can either be a single command or a series of commands. If a com- 
mand is a series of commands then the second command C, is evaluated in the 
environment generated from input environment augmented with the changes per- 
formed by command Cr : 
C [[Cl; WI: Le. C[[C2ll(CK~lle) 
The first language construct we shall consider is the assignment command. For an 
assignment command, the expression on the right is evaluated to generate a vector of 
integers, the expression on the left is evaluated to generate a vector of locations and 
finally both of these vectors are passed to the update function to perform the parallel 
assignment: 
C [[x = y]] : le. Ag. (update lhs [[xl] egE[[ y ]] ecz) 
The Ihs function takes an expression, an environment and the active set and 
returns a vector of locations. The expression can be a single identifier, an identifier 
on another PE (router), or an element of an array: 
lhs: Expression x Environment x Aset + locationln 
Ihs [[ I]] : le. la. (accessenv I ea) 
Ihs[[router[p].x]] : Le. la. (@A). ( (Xsf J (& 1 0)) 
(Xsj 1 (& 1 n - 1)) 
) ) (did]/ PI1 4 MS k4 4 
lhs[[ I [El]] : Le. la. (J.i. Q. (arrayaccess &is)) (accessenv I ea) E[[E]] ea 
The X function takes the store and a location and returns the contents of the store 
at that location or I: 
X: (id --+ int) x location + intl 
X:If.Il.ifl#l_then(fl) 
else -L 
The pid function takes an expression, an environment and the active set and 
returns a vector of processor id numbers. The processor id numbers must be in the 
range 0-U - 1: 
pid: Expression x Environment x Aset + intlo..n-l]Lrr 
pid[[p]]:le.la.(1~.(if(p~O)in[O...n-l]then(zJO) 
else _L 
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if(gJU-l)in[O.. .1-l] then(gln--1) 
else 1)) B [Ml ea 
C [[if E then C fi]] : Ae. la. (@. (2~‘. C [[Cl] ea’) (newactive w)) E [[El] ea 
The newactive is a function that takes a vector of integers and a boolean vector 
(the active set) and returns a boolean vector which is the new active set. An element 
is True in the new active set if it was True in the old active set and the respective 
integer is non-zero (True) in the input integer vector: 
newactive : intl” x booleanin -+ booleani’T 
newactive:J~.&.(if(~~O=-Lor~~O=I)thenIelse 
if (a JO = True and g 10 # 0) then True 
else False 
. 
if (a j, n - 1 = I or c J. ZI - 1 = I) then I else 
if (a 1 L’ - 1 = True and q 1 n - 1 # 0) then True 
else False 
) 
Note : The vector of booleans passed to newactive can contain errors (I) as well as 
True and False values. In this way only those PEs which evaluate the expression to 
True execute the statements in the if construct. Those that evaluate to False or 
generate an error from the expression evaluation will become inactive: 
C[[while E do C od]] : le. la. (fix la’. (while-cmd e a’)) B(E[[E]] ea) 
while-cmd : Environment x Aset -+ (Environment -+ Aset) 
le. &. Le’. if some-active (a) then (while-cmd e’ B(E[[E]] e’g) 
else e’ C [[Cl] ea 
The loop evaluation begins by calling the expression evaluator E to evaluate the 
expression on the active PEs. The expression evaluation will evaluate the expression 
and return a vector of integers which are passed to the B function to be evaluated as 
booleans thus providing the initial active set to perform the body of the loop. The 
body of the loop is evaluated by the while-cmd evaluator which calls the command 
evaluator C to perform the body of the loop and the expression operator E to re- 
evaluate the expression from which the active set for the next iteration is derived. The 
while-cmd operator is recursively defined and iterates (via the use of the fixed point 
operator) until no PEs evaluate the expression to true. The while-cmd evaluator 
makes use of the some-active function after each iteration to check if any PEs are 
active. The some-active function examines all elements of the active set vector a and 
if any are active, returns True. Some-active returns False iff all elements of the input 
active vector are False. In this way the while statement only terminates when all PEs 
terminate: 
some-active : booleanl” ---f boolean 
some-active : lg. if a 1 0 = False then 
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if a 1 1 = False then 
if a I 2 = False then 
. . . 
if a 1 Il - 1 = False then return False 
otherwise return True 
5.5. Expressions 
Many of the constructs defined inside commands require expression evalua- 
tion. Expression evaluation requires an expression, an environment and an active 
set, and returns a vector of integers. Each element of the resulting vector of inte- 
gers will either be an integer or the I symbol in the case of an error or inactive 
PE: 
E: Expression x Environment x Aset -+ intl” 
E[[I]]: le.&. (Al. ( access 1 s)) Ihs [ [ I ]] ea 
E[[I[E]]]: Ae.&. (ni.nl. ( arrayaccess &s)) (accessenv I~Lz) E [[ E]] ea 
E [[router[ y].I]] : le. &. (Ai. ( access l s)) Ihs [ [router[ y 1. I]] ea 
E [[Z]] : le. Lg. (Z)” 
General arithmetic operations on vectors of integers are performed by executing 
respective arithmetic operations on each element of the input vectors in parallel. The 
X3 function is used to check if the operands are valid integers and the respective PE is 
active. 
E[[El +E2]] : le.,&. (I~J.ild. (XJ+~U~)) E[[El]]ea E[[E2]]ea 
The X3 function takes as input a function that maps integers onto integers, as well 
as two vectors of integers. The function returns a vector of integers that results from 
applying the function to the respective lements of the two input vectors: 
X3 : (location -+ int) x intn x intrr 4 intLn 
X3 : If. 1~. lg. (if (v 1 0 # I and 4110 # I) then (f (g J 0) (LJ LO)) 
else I 
if(~~l#_Land~~l#I)then(f(~Jl)(~~l)) 
else _L 
. . . 
if(gln-l#_LandgJU-l#I) 
then (f (g j, IZ - 1) (u J n - 1)) 
else I) 
E [[El - E2]] : le. la. (Ati. AZ&. (X3 - dz2)) E [[El]] ea E ([E2]] ea 
E[[El * E2]] : ;le.la. (IEd.l&. (X3 * dw2)) E[[El]]ea E[[E2]]ea 
E[[El/E2]] : J_e.la. (ilwJ.AwJ. (X3 /d&2)) E[[El]]ea E[[E2]]ea 
E [[El % E2]] : Ae. la. (Ati. l&. (X3 % dw2)) E [[El]] ea E [[E2]] ea 
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E[[El < E2]] : le.&. (iwJ.;lwJ. (X3 < r&J)) E[[El]]ea E[[E2]]ea 
E[[El > E2]] : le.&z. (AwJ.lwJ. (X3 > dd)) E[[El]]eaE[[E2]]e~ 
E[[El <= E2]] : le.la. (Ad.19. (X3 <= d~2)) E[[El]]ea E[[E2]]ea 
E[[El => E2]] : Ae.&. (nd.lwJ. (Xs => d&2)) E[[El]]ea E[[E2]]ea 
E[[El&&E2]] : ile./2a. (~~.AuJ. (_Ys&&dw2)) E[[El]]ea E[[E2]]ea 
E[[El](E2]] : le.Ja. (A~.AuJ. (Xs]]dw2)) E[[El]]ea E[[E2]]ea 
E[[El == E2]] : Ae.Ag. (Avl_.luJ. (X3 ==dw2)) E[[El]]eaE[[E2]]ea 
6. Using semantics 
To illustrate the use of the vector model let us return to the example of parallel 
SIMD assignment 
x = 29; 
This statement is evaluated by the assignment command construct. 
C[[x = 2911 : le.&. update(Zhs[[x]]eaE[[29]]ea) 
The definition begins by constructing the values vector which is the result of 
evaluating the expression on the RHS of the equals sign by the expression evaluator 
E. Expression evaluation requires an expression, an environment and an active set, 
and returns a vector of integers. 
E : Expression x Environment x Aset 4 intln 
The resulting vector of integers will either contain an integer or the I symbol in 
the case of an error or an inactive PE. The expression to be evaluated is a constant 
(29) which will be evaluated by the constant expression evaluator 
E [[29]] : Ae. lg. (290 29,292 293 . 291~1) 
This definition specifies that a vector (size n) of constants (in this case 29) has 
been constructed and returned from the expression evaluation. After evaluation of 
the expression on the RHS of the command (and construction the values vector) the 
Zhs function is called to evaluate the expression on the LHS of the equals sign. This 
will produce the vector of locations for this assignment: 
lhs: Expression x Environment x Aset -+ locationl” 
lhs takes an expression, an environment and an active set, and returns a vector of 
locations. Since x is a parallel variable with the same address, the resultant vector 
will have n identical addresses but different PE numbers (i.e. x is stored at the same 
position but on different PEs). The addresses are obtained from the following func- 
tion application: 
Zhs [[ Z]] : Le. lg. (accessenv I ea) 
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Since x is a variable, the function Ihs finds the address of x for each PE in the 
current environment. As variable allocation is performed synchronously on all PEs, 
the same variables have the same addresses on all PEs: 
accessenv: id x Environment x Aset -+ DV” 
accessenv: li.Le.Aa. ((Xl eia J. 0) 
(XleiaI 1) 
. . . 
(Xlei-alIT--1)) 
The accessenw function extracts elements from the active set vector and calls the 
Xt function to return a denotable value. The denotable value can be an integer (in 
the case of a constant), a location (in the case of a variable) or I in the case of an 
error or inactive PE. Accessenw constructs the vector of denotable values by calling 
Xl (n times in parallel) to construct each element of the vector. The location of a 
variable is determined by the environment which is lexically (statically) scoped. The 
location of a variable x in our example can be different at different levels of scope. 
This would be important for functions with local variables. An identifier may map to 
one location in the environment of the function call and to a different location in the 
main line. In this example Xi is being called to return a denotable value for the 
identifier on the LHS of the expression. In this context Xt can only return locations, 
since we are performing assignment to an identifier. Any other denotable value (e.g. 
and integer or _L symbol) would constitute an error. After Xt has completed we have 
a vector of values and a vector of locations. The parallel assignment can now be 
performed. 
Command evaluation for parallel SIMD assignment subsequently calls the func- 
tion update passing the two vectors as arguments: 
update : location” x int” x Store + Store 
update: 1j.lv.J~. 1~‘. (I==> [tJs)(unique 1~) 
The update function takes the vector of locations and the vector of values and 
updates the locations with their new values after calling unique to resolve the prob- 
lem of multiple processors attempting to write different values to the same location. 
In this case unique will not affect the locations vector as every location is unique. If, 
however, there was a write conflict (which can only occur when the router construct 
is used) unique would return a modified vector of locations with the write conflict 
resolved by whatever method is implemented in unique. 
The update will proceed by assigning the value 29 to the respective locations using 
the I==> function. The parallel assignment function I==> calls the X4 function 
which extracts corresponding elements of the locations and values vector and per- 
forms singular assignment for each pair (value to location) where neither contains 
the I symbol. A location or value containing the I symbol, represents an error or an 
inactive PE, in either case no assignment is performed. 
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6.1. Non-local assignment 
Assignment statements can be more complex than the previous example. Consider 
the execution of the following SIMD assignment: 
x = y + router[iproc + 91.2 
Assuming all PEs are active at the time this statement is executed, the expression 
“y + router[iproc + 91.~” on the RHS of the assignment is evaluated to a vector of 
integers using the E expression evaluation function. The expression evaluation is 
used to establish remote PE id numbers, necessary for retrieval of z. Given the PE id, 
the evaluation of the router statement with variable z results in a values vector. Once 
the vector of y’s is obtained by memory access, addition is performed to construct 
the RHS vector. LHS is established as in the previous example and similarly the 
actual update process. The details of the command evaluation are as follows: 
C [[x = y + router[iproc + 91 .z]] 
First the values vector is constructed by calling the expression evaluator E with the 
expression. 
E [[v + router[iproc + 91.~11 
The E expression evaluation takes an environment and an active set, and evaluates 
the expression on the active PEs returning a vector of integers. The resulting vector 
of integers is the values vector for the command evaluator C. The expression eval- 
uator E recursively calls itself to evaluate the left and right-hand side of the assign- 
ment operator: 
E [[v]] plus E [[router[iproc + 91.~11 
Each of these sub-expressions is evaluated using the expression evaluation rules 
and returning vectors containing integers or the I symbol (in the case of inactive 
PEs). The y expression will be evaluated by 
E[[y]] : le.i2g. (Al. ( access IS)) Zhs [[y]] eg 
This will return a vector of values which are the contents of the identifier (vari- 
able) y. Notice how this differs from the Zhs evaluation where the denotable value 
returned was a location (this is reflected in the semantic definitions of accessenv and 
access). In the expression evaluation access was used to get the contents of a loca- 
tion, in the Ihs function accessenzl was used to get the location (rather than the 
contents) of the variable. The rest of the expression will be recursively evaluated 
using the E expression evaluation. This will recursively evaluate the expression 
iproc + 9 and perform the communication to return a vector of values which are the 
contents of the variable z on the specified PEs. 
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These two value vectors are added together by the vector addition operator (plus) 
resulting in a single vector of integers which is passed back to the command eval- 
uator forming the RHS values vector for the command evaluation. 
After the RHS values vector is obtained, the parallel assignment continues by 
evaluating the expression on the LHS to obtain the locations vector. This is done by 
calling lhs as before: 
Ihs evaluates the identifier X, and returns a vector of locations. Inactive PEs would 
have a I symbol at their positions in the vector. 
At this point the evaluation has two input vectors which are passed as arguments 
to the update function 
C [[x = y]] : Ae .lg . (update lhs [xl] eg E [[y]] eg) 
Update calls unique to resolve any write conflicts and uses X4 and the singular 
assignment function to perform the update. On a parallel SIMD machine this can 
take place in one parallel step on all ZI PEs simultaneously. 
6.2. Conditional construct 
Consider the execution of the following statement: 
if x < 7 then 
x = 29; 
fi 
Intuitively, evaluation of an if statement requires evaluation of the expression by 
the initial input active set of PEs. Those PEs that evaluate the expression to True 
form a new active set which performs the body of the construct. This is reflected in 
the definition of the semantic evaluation of if statements: 
C [[if E then C fi]] : le. Lg. (&. (A@‘. C [[Cl] eg’) (newactive 1~)) E [[El] ea 
which when instantiated with the statement would look as follows: 
C [[if x < 7 then x = 29 fi]] : Le. A.@. (&. (La’. C [[x = 2911 eg’) 
(newactive !a)) E[[x < 711 eg 
This evaluation proceeds by calling the expression evaluator E to evaluate the 
expression x < 7 on the active PEs, binding the result to the vector 1. The vector 2 
contains integers, which are the result of the expression. This vector is passed to the 
function newactive which examines the integers and produces a boolean vector (the 
new active set). The boolean vector (bound to the vector a’) is passed as the (new) 
active set to the command evaluator. The definition of newactive is as follows: 
newactive : intl” x BI* -+ BI” 
&.lq.(if(aJO=Ior~lO=_L)thenIelse 
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if (a 10 = True and 2 10 # 0) then True 
else False 
. . . 
if (a 1 Il - 1 = I or 2 1 n - 1 = I) then _L else 
if (II 1 n - 1 = True and g 1 Zl - 1 # 0) then True 
else False 
) 
Newactive takes the vector of integers from the expression evaluation (v) and the 
input active set (a) of this command and produces a new active set vector by exam- 
ining the values. If the PE was active going into this command and the expression 
evaluated to non-zero (True) then True (still active) is returned for this PE in the new 
active set vector. Performing this for all PEs produces a new active set consisting of 
the PEs from the original active set which evaluated the expression to be True. 
Once the newactive set is instantiated and bound to the variable a’, the parallel 
assignment command continues as before using this new active set as the active set. 
4.3. Looping construct 
Consider the execution of the following loop statement: 
while (x < 7) do 
x=x-l; 
od 
Evaluation of the looping construct is similar to the if statement, except a fixed 
point operator is applied to facilitate the repetition. The statement requires evalua- 
tion of the expression by the input active set of PEs and while at least one PE 
continues to evaluate the expression to True, the loop body is executed. This is 
reflected in the definition of the semantic evaluation of while statements. 
C [[while E do C od]] : Le. la. (fix Aa’. (while-cmd ea’)) B (E[[E]] ea) 
The while command evaluator, when instantiated with the loop becomes 
C [[while x < 7 do x = x - 1 od]] : le. lg. (fix la’. 
while-cmd (ea’)) B (E[[x < 711 ea) 
The evaluation begins by calling the expression evaluator E to evaluate the x < 7 
expression on the active PEs. The expression evaluation will return a vector of 
integers which is then converted into Booleans by the function B thus providing the 
initial active set of PEs performing the body of the loop. The loop body is evaluated 
by the while-cd function which calls the command evaluator C to perform the 
parallel assignment in the body of the loop and then re-evaluates the expression 
le. 2~. (Ae’. if some-active (a) then (while-cmd e’B (E[[x < 7]] e’a) 
else e’) C [[x = x - l]] ea 
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The result of the expression evaluation is again passed to the B function, thus 
generating another boolean active set. The while-cmd function is recursively defined 
and loops (via the use of the fixed point operator) until no PEs evaluate the expres- 
sion to True. The while-cmd command definition uses the some-active function to 
examine all elements of the active set vector a and if any of them are active it returns 
True. It only returns False if all elements of the active vector are False. 
some-active: BI” ---f Boolean 
some-active : lg. if a J 0 = False then 
if a 1 1 = False then 
if g 1 2 = False then 
. . . 
if a 1 II - 1 = False then return False 
otherwise return True 
When the fixed point iteration completes, the looping construct evaluation has 
completed, i.e. the loop body has been evaluated by the active set of PEs until no PEs 
evaluated the expression to True. 
7. Discussion 
The examples given here show the general applicability of the vector model and 
the range of statements and language constructs whose SIMD execution semantics 
can be defined. Evaluation of a whole program is simply an extension of these 
examples, which can be performed via the composition statement semantics given. 
The semantics given cover a small but functionally complete parallel language and 
the semantics of all the language constructs are given. Generally, the vector model 
extends a uni-processor model by operating on vectors instead of single data items. 
Based upon a uni-processor model, variable manipulations are replaced by vector 
manipulations; however the atomic property of variable manipulation, i.e. that it 
cannot be decomposed into suboperations, is also preserved in the vector model 
where vector construction and manipulation are atomic operations which cannot be 
further subdivided. 
8. Conclusion 
In this paper we outlined a vector-based model for parallel SIMD execution. The 
model is based upon the idea of instructions operating on vectors of size II. 
The vector model for SIMD execution is independent of any specific computing 
architecture and can define SIMD execution on a real SIMD machine or a SIMD 
simulation. 
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The semantic definition provides a set of rules for the manipulation of parallel 
vectors thus providing a unique method for specifying the execution of any operation 
or parallel language construct within the SIMD model of execution. 
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